Four-Campus Conference at UCI
Human Sciences and Complexity

Saturday, Dec 10th, 10:00-1:15
Social Science Plaza B, 4th floor, Sociology Robin Williams Conference Room

Guillermo Algaze: "The Sumerian Takeoff"

Geoffrey Braswell: "The Ancient Mesoamerican Network Society"

Robert McCormick Adams: "Excavating with Prosopography below the Elite Field of View in Early States"

Luncheon Discussions  1:30-3:30
Note that the lunch is available for half-price by reservation if your check for $12.00, $8 for students, made out to 'Chakra Indian Cuisine', is sent to Doug White, School of Social Science, UC Irvine, 92697, or you reserve by email to Douglas.White@uci.edu (we need to RSVP). Chakra is across Campus Drive from the Social Science buildings, center left side of the commercial center facing the large parking lot.